CASE REPORT

Coincidence of Fusion and Concrescence in Mandibular
Deciduous Incisors: A Case Report
Dalia E Meisha

A b s t r ac t
Aim: The aim of this paper is to report a rare case in which two dental anomalies in primary dentition coexisted—fusion and concrescence in
a 4-year-old boy. This highlights the significance of the accurate early diagnosis of these dental anomalies.
Background: Odontogenic anomalies are frequently encountered in dental practice. These anomalies can occur due to abnormalities during the
differentiation stage and lead to abnormalities in the hard tissue formation. Dental anomalies in number and form include fusion, gemination,
and concrescence.
Case description: Primary dentition with fusion between the right central and lateral primary incisors with increased mesiodistal width.
Concrescence between the left central and lateral primary incisors with a groove through the incisal edge. Clinical observation along with
radiographic evaluation using intraoral periapical (IOPA) radiographs and orthopantomogram (OPG) were used to arrive at a diagnosis.
Conclusion: Early diagnosis of concrescence will reduce the risk of possible complications associated with any need of extraction later
on. Monitoring the patient and long-term follow-up is required to manage the case with coexisting anomalies of true fusion and acquired
concrescence.
Clinical significance: A thorough history taking and clinical and radiographic evaluation of fusion and concrescence at an early stage result in
an accurate diagnosis. A careful monitoring plan is a key to reduce the risk of possible complications later on.
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B ac kg r o u n d
Fusion is defined as “the dentinal union of two embryologically
developing teeth leading to one less tooth than normal in the
affected arch.”1 There are several terms that are used to describe
teeth exhibiting fusion, concrescence, or gemination, such as,
“double teeth,”2,3 “double formations,” “joined teeth,” “fused
teeth,”4 or “dental twinning.”5 Radiographic features of fused
teeth are “a single pulp chamber along with a single root canal.”1,6
Clinically, fused teeth present as an enlarged tooth. While the
etiology is still unknown, one of the suggested mechanisms is
physical forces causing close proximity between two developing
tooth buds and eventually fusion before calcification.7 Reported
prevalence of fusion ranges from 0.08% to 1.5% in deciduous8–12
and mixed dentition13–17 and 0.19% in permanent dentition.18
In India, Mukhopadhyay and Mitra examined 2,757 nursery
children for dental anomalies. The prevalence of double teeth in
this study was 0.4% in deciduous dentition; moreover, half of the
patients with dental anomalies in deciduous dentition had also
anomalies in the their permanent dentition.10 Wu et al.’s study
in China reported a similar observation, where 56% of children
with double teeth in their primary dentition also had problems in
their successors. In the case of deciduous dentition, fusion is more
common in the mandibular lateral incisors and canines.12 Bilateral
fusion is less common than unilateral fusion. A study from Spain
reported that these anomalies were usually unilateral with no
significant differences in the distribution when comparing the left
vs the right side, males vs females, or maxilla vs mandible.19
Concrescence is defined as “cemental fusion of two roots.”20
Radiographically, this anomaly appears as separate pulp chambers
and root canals. This may result either during or after the root
formation. The condition is called true/developmental concrescence
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if the condition occurs during the formation process, while it is
known as the acquired/postinflammatory concrescence if it happens
after root formation.1,21 In true/developmental concrescence, roots
of the affected teeth are in close proximity to each other and are
united due to the deposition of a layer of cementum in between
them. This may occur due to a previous traumatic injury, crowding
with resorption and interdental bone loss, molar distal inclination,
space discrepancy, occlusal trauma, or as a response to local
infection.2,11,22 Concrescence has been reported in maxillary molars
and its prevalence does not seem to be influenced by age, gender, or
race.1,21,22 Zakirulla and Rakesh reported a case with cemental union
of the roots of the maxillary primary central and lateral incisor.22
These dental anomalies may cause esthetic concerns due to
their irregular morphology. In addition, they tend to predispose
the patient to caries and periodontal diseases. This is usually
complicated with the need for endodontic treatment. Management
may involve periodontal, restorative, endodontic, surgical, and/or
orthodontic treatment.2,23–27 Therefore, the aim of this paper is to
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Fusion and Concrescence in Mandibular Deciduous Incisors
report a rare case in which fusion and concrescence coexisted and
to highlight the significance of an accurate early diagnosis of these
dental anomalies.

for clinical follow-up. The parents were provided with anticipatory
guidance for dental caries and informed about the possible
consequences of the anomalies in the future.

C a s e  D e s c r i p t i o n

D i s c u s s i o n

A 4-year-old boy visited the Department of Pediatric Dentistry with
the mother’s chief complaint expressed as big teeth in the lower front
area. His medical, family, and dental history was noncontributory
except for a history of trauma at 16 months of age without any
loss of teeth as reported by the mother. Extraoral examination was
within normal. Intraoral examination revealed a deciduous dentition
stage with an asymmetry in the mandibular arch dentition. There
was a large incisor on the right side of the mandibular midline and
a double tooth-like appearance on the left side of the mandibular
midline. The mesiodistal width of the right mandibular incisor was
larger than average. The left mandibular incisor exhibited a linear
groove through the incisal edge. The clinical diagnosis was a fused
incisor between #81 and #82 with an increased mesiodistal width.
The fused tooth was vital, caries-free, and of normal shade when
compared to the adjacent teeth (Fig. 1). Teeth #71 and #72 also
exhibited a union, as the dental floss was not able to pass through
interproximally. The remaining maxillary and mandibular teeth were
within the normal range for shape. All of the affected deciduous
incisors were caries-free with no observed functional problems.
There were no associated developmental syndromes.
Radiographic examination included requesting an IOPA
radiograph and an OPG. The IOPA radiograph showed a complete
union of #81 and #82 with a wider coronal pulp chamber and
single completely developed root canal. Teeth #71 and #72
exhibited a union at the cementum without union of dentin,
depicting independent pulp chambers and root canals (Fig. 2).
Multiple periapical radiographs with different angulations aided in
confirming the diagnosis as concrescence tends to defy radiographic
detection. The OPG confirmed the presence of all the permanent
successors (Fig. 3). Combining the clinical appearance and
radiographic examination findings confirmed the diagnosis of fusion
between #81 and #82 and concrescence between #71 and #72.
Since the fusion and concrescence had no adverse impact
on occlusion or esthetics and did not cause any discomfort to
the young child, remedial treatment for these conditions was not
suggested. The patient was placed on a 6-month recall protocol

Despite the significant number of case reports in the literature, the
differential diagnosis between fusion and gemination poses a great
challenge for dentists. In fusion, a dental deformity is revealed when
a tooth count results in a missing tooth (i.e., when the fused teeth
are counted as one). A detailed case history with appropriate oral
and radiographic examination can lead to an accurate diagnosis of
such abnormalities. Based on the formative stage of development,
a case can be classified as “true fusion,” which is defined as “union
by enamel and dentin,” or “late fusion,” which is defined as “union
by dentin and/or cementum.”21 A late fusion by cementum only
is called “concrescence.”20,21 The “true fusion” occurs if the fusion
begins before the calcification stage, which shows clinically as a
wide crown—as observed in our case in teeth #81 and #82 and
confirmed by the radiographic imaging. “Late fusion” occurs at
an advanced stage of tooth calcification and, therefore, the tooth
may exhibit distinct crowns clinically since fusion may be restricted
to the root cementum. This describes the concrescence between
teeth #71 and #72 in this case. Bilateral involvement is rare and
only recently reported by Mehta as a case with bilateral fusion of
mandibular primary incisors,28 whereas Shrivastava et al. reported
a single tooth fusion in the primary mandibular incisors.29
In the presented case, teeth #71 and #72 revealed concrescence.
As suggested from the radiographic examination, the concrescence
between #71 and #72 seems to be of the acquired type. The possible
attributed cause for the acquired type of concrescence might be
the history of trauma when the child was around 16 months old.
The importance of carefully identifying concrescence is to reduce
the risk of complications associated with future extraction of the
affected teeth. The anomaly may in some cases cause unpleasant
esthetic appearance and may increase the susceptibility to dental
caries and/or periodontitis. Moreover, the coexistence of fused teeth
may compound esthetic concerns, space problems, and occlusal
disturbances. In this case, since the anomalies are occurring in the
mandibular deciduous incisors, the esthetic problem is not major.
As a result, a conservative and preventive approach for these teeth
was advocated.

Fig. 1: Intraoral frontal view of mandibular anterior primary teeth

Fig. 2: Intraoral periapical radiograph displaying fusion between #81
and #82 and concrescence between #71 and #71
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Fig. 3: Orthopantomogram confirming the presence of all the
permanent successors

Cases of bilaterally fused anterior teeth in the primary dentition
have been reported previously. 29 However, the fascinating
coexistence of both fusion and concrescence in deciduous incisors
in the same arch with a history of local trauma makes the present
case more extraordinary and worthy of reporting—as only one
similar case has been reported in the literature by Singh et al. In
that case report, the presence of fusion in maxillary incisors and
concrescence in the mandibular incisor region in an 8-year-old child
with Down syndrome was reported. 30 No such medical association
was observed in our reported case and the presence of both the
fusion and concrescence was in the same dental arch. The fact
that the condition affected both mandibular deciduous incisors
also makes it a unique case. The history of local trauma occurred
at 16 months of age is unlikely to be the cause of fusion as crown
formation of mandibular incisors is usually completed by that age.

C o n c lu s i o n
A thorough history taking and clinical and radiographic evaluation
of fusion and concrescence at an early stage result in accurate
diagnosis. A careful monitoring plan is a key to reduce the risk
of possible complications in the future. More importantly, early
diagnosis of these anomalies is essential part of caries prevention.
For example, early diagnosis of concrescence reduces the risk of
complications associated with possible need of extraction later
on. Monitoring the patient and long-term follow-up is required
to manage a case with coexisting anomalies of true fusion and
acquired concrescence.
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